ShockLink™ Defibrillation Training Tool
ShockLink™ is a compact solution for standardized defibrillation
training that enables teams to easily integrate their equipment
into a realistic and controlled training environment.
The ShockLink device connects to adhesive training pads on one
end, and to the user’s defibrillator on the other end. ShockLink
works by creating a recognizable heart rhythm, then, in-turn,
safely recognizes the shock delivered by the defibrillator. When a
shockable rhythm is displayed, the training participant can deliver a normal shock, as one would give in a real
clinical situation. The generated rhythm is affected by the shock and the actual energy is safely absorbed in
the cable between the defibrillator and ShockLink device. ShockLink is compatible with virtually any manikin
as well as most defibrillators.
ShockLink System
Includes:
• ShockLink Device
• User Guide
• Defibrillator Training Pads for
ShockLink
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• ShockLink Remote Control
• ShockLink Pouch

ShockLink™ Defibrillation Training Tool
Works with Most Manikins
ShockLink™ works with virtually any manikin because the heart
rhythms generated by the ShockLink device are independent of the
manikin used. Additionally, Laerdal’s AED manikins are capable of
detecting proper pad placement and can connect with the SimPad®
SkillReporter™, providing real-time and summative feedback.
Simulates Eight Heart Rhythms
ShockLink can simulate eight heart rhythms: Sinus, VT Slow, VT Fast, SVT, VF, PEA, Asystole, and Brady. The user
can select between different rhythms using the ShockLink App, ShockLink Remote Control or by using the
SimPad® SkillReporter™ (Laerdal AED manikin required).

Compatible with Leading Brand Defibrillators
Team members can train with the equipment they regularly use. ShockLink plugs directly into compatible Philips AEDs/
defibrillators. Adapters can be purchased for other compatible brands/models.
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No product endorsements should be inferred.
Advanced Feedback Capabilities
When SimPad SkillReporter (Laerdal AED manikin required) is used to run a ShockLink training
session, learners and instructors can view real-time and summative feedback. Therefore, all actions
relating to administering quality CPR, to placing the pads correctly, and delivering a shock with
minimal interruptions can be assessed accurately and used for subsequent debriefing.

Services
Laerdal offers comprehensive Educational Services to support your program, and Technical
Services to meet your equipment servicing needs.

Visit Laerdal.com/ShockLink for ordering information
and a complete list of product accessories.
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